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Villa Kapellmatt GmbH

Holiday Flat  Hostel
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Holidays and staying with friends

Villa Kapellmatt is beautifully situated directly on Lake Lucerne in the centre of
Vitznau. It offers rooms and a holiday flat in a family atmosphere.

Rooms with breakfast
The Villa Kapellmatt has a breakfast room where everyone can enjoy their French
breakfast, which is included, as well as do the dishes and use the fridge. There is
also a shop in the house where you can do your shopping.

You feel like you've been transported back to the 19th century. The rooms are
functional but lovingly furnished. Some have 2 single beds or a 140 x 200 cm bed.

The single rooms offer a wonderful view of the lake.

The "Bürgenstock" room with its own washbasin and balcony with a view of the
garden and the lake at sunset.

Holiday apartment
The 4-room flat offers space for max. 6 people, a magical view of the lake with a
magnificent sunset.

- 2 double bedrooms & 2 sofa beds

- dining room

- small living room

- fully equipped kitchen

- bathroom

- terrace with gas barbecue and seating

- covered balcony plus additional conservatory

Address:
Seestrasse 56
6354 Vitznau

 +41 (0)41 558 50 39
 www.villa-kapellmatt.ch/
 kontakt@villa-kapellmatt.ch
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Villa Kapellmatt
Bio / Regio Shop

The shop offers house guests everything they need for a healthy start to the day,
including freshly baked bread. freshly baked bread. In addition, many specialities
from the Rigi such as cheese and meat products (organic), as well as from the
surrounding area. Many products are available for vegetarians/vegans.

Seelounge

Villa Kapellmatt offers regional and seasonal products in the garden in the
Seelounge. A "sailed" coffee, freshly baked cakes and sandwiches. In addition, from
2022 a picnic basket that can be eaten in the garden lounge. Regional organic
drinks, beer and soft drinks as well as homemade ice cream from Küssnacht in
organic quality

SUP and canoe hire

Stand-up paddles and canoes can be hired during the summer months. SUP
courses are also organised

.


